
Top 4 (5) Places to Book a Flight (Vacation) with
Bitcoin
SCOTTSDALE , AZ , UNITED STATES,
October 4, 2017 /EINPresswire.com/ --
Various companies all over the world
have started to accept bitcoin payments
as of late. Particularly the travel industry
seems to be warming up to bitcoin and
cryptocurrency payments. Booking a
flight or hotel with bitcoin has become
significantly easier. We looked at some of
the companies making this all possible.

5. TRIPWITZ

Although this list was initially 4 (see
source) we felt compelled to add TripWitz
because they just started taking Bitcoins
for not only flights but vacations as well (must do both) and we believe the original author may have
added it possibly higher. TripWitz is an Online Travel Agency that has a master license agreement
with public company Cache Elite, Inc. and trades under OTC: PK (ILUS) their uniqueness is
proprietary software attached to designated travel specialist that makes Hawaii (up to 25% off) travel
a high priority. You still can "do it yourself" on the website but immediately after you do your quote
(with your real email) you are assigned a travel specialist to help from the beginning, during and after
your vacation at no extra charge. I'm sure travelers that got hit with some inclement weather as of late
could have used this service. It looks like TripWitz may be the travel business of the future. A highly
functional sophisticated website is similar to our number one company Expedia (EXPE), but with a
human factor.  

4. DESTINIA

The name Destinia will ring a bell for quite a lot of people. On their website, it is possible to book
flights and accommodations for nearly any location one can think of. Destinia also accepts bitcoin
payments, which makes them one of the front runners to do so. Over the years, a lot of bitcoin users
made use of Destinia’s services, which is a positive trend to take note of.

3. WEBJET EXCLUSIVES

This Australian travel agency made quite some media headlines in 2015 when they announced the
acceptance of bitcoin payments. Although this is only applicable to the Webjet Exclusives part of the
website, users can still book flights and cruises with bitcoin without much effort. This is quite a
significant deal, as Webjets exclusives is offering travel to all parts of the world.

To enable bitcoin payments, the Webjet online travel agency partnered with BitPOS to allow for
cryptocurrency payments. The company sees bitcoin as an innovative addition to their existing

http://www.einpresswire.com
http://tripwitz.com/
http://tripwitz.com/hawaii.aspx


payment solutions. It is possible the bitcoin payment option will be expanded to other products in the
future, although Webjet has not confirmed such a move at this time.

2. CHEAPAIR

CheapAir is one of the first travel agencies in the world to accept bitcoin payments. That in itself
makes the company quite valuable to the cryptocurrency ecosystem, as more use cases for bitcoin
are always welcome. Over the years, the company has seen quite a significant interest from bitcoin
users, which goes to show booking flights with bitcoin has quickly become a trend.

Earlier this week, CheapAir announced the company has seen a 74% increase in bitcoin sales. This
change can mostly be attributed to the bitcoin price rally, which started in the second half of 2016. As
the price per BTC goes up, consumers spend less bitcoin to pay the same amount. This creates a
valid reason to spend some cryptocurrency, rather than hoard it.

1. EXPEDIA

When one of the world’s largest travel agencies accepts bitcoin payments, one knows exciting things
are bound to happen sooner or later. Expedia is one of the world’s best-known travel agencies, and
they started accepting bitcoin payments several years ago. It is unclear how many bookings are paid
with bitcoin through the Expedia platform. As long as the company keeps accepting bitcoin, the
decision must be paying off, which is what matters most.

(Source)
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